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ANATOLE S0 OPERATIONAL DESKS

Design;
     Jean Michel Wilmotte

DESKS

Materials & Finishes;

a- The  desktop is  manufactured  from  18mm  MDF  with  laminate  with  2mm
ABS edgebanding on all sides.

b- The Desk Frame A special design with aluminum extrusion profile finished
in the electrostatic epoxy coat.  

c- The  legs are  two  steel  profiles  in  40x40  mm  and  45x45mm  working
telescopically  allowing  for  height  adjustment.  The  legs  come  with
perforated  holes  to  give  a  lighter  look,  and  they  are  finished  in  the
electrostatic epoxy coat.  

Assembly;

a- Desktop is assembled to the frames by adapting the panel surface with
a  special  edge  cut,  to  the  framing  profile  and  fixing  the  frame  by  the
injected aluminum corner pieces. 

b- A specific  adaptor  apparatus is  designed in injected aluminum, that  is
connected to the frame on all corners and all the legs are connected to
the desktop by this connector with special bolts visible from outer sides
in M10.

MINI SCREEN

Materials & Finishes;

Paroi screen group is designed with the same language, in L profiles and can
be  selected  with  any  size  required  for  this  table  to  be  used  freely  in  any
direction without a need for assembly.

Material and size options are provided in Koleksiyon panels chart with different
materials and dimensions matching the desktop size and finishes.

Cable Management;

There is no cable door on the desktop , the plug sets are offered as external
elements with options , or as part of Bend mini-screens that are designed with
plug and data access on the desktop.

All  external  plug  sets and  mini-screen solutions,  as  well  as  the  vertical
spine for  cables,  are  excluded  in  the  desktop  prices  and  need  to  be
ordered separately.
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